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Abstract
The topicmodeling technique extracts themes based on their probabilisticmeasurements from any
large-scale text collection. Even though topicmodeling pulls out themost important phrases that
describe latent themes in text collections, a suitable label has yet to be found. Interpreting the topics
extracted from a text corpus and identifying a suitable label automatically reduces the cognitive load
for the analyst. Extractivemethods are used typically to select a label from a given candidate set, based
on probabilitymetrics for each candidate set. Some of the existing approaches use phrases, words, and
images to generate labels using frequency counts of different words in the text. The paper proposes a
method to generate labels automatically to represent each topic based on a labeling strategy tofilter
candidate labels and then apply sequence-to-sequence labelers. The objective of themethod is to get a
meaningful label for the result of the LatentDirichlet Allocation algorithm. The BERTScoremetric is
used to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposedmethod. The proposedmethod generates good
interpretative labels as compared to baselinemodels for topicwords or terms automatically. The
comparisonwith the label generated throughChatGPTAPI shows the quality of the generated label
with the experiment performed on FourDatasetsNIPS, Kindle, PUBMED, andCORD-19.

1. Introduction

In this competitive world, dependency on digitalmedia has increased tremendously and so is the availability of
data in structured and unstructured forms. The data in unstructured forms such as scientific articles, news,
reviews, tweets, and blog posts is huge, and organization processes these documents daily to segregate
documents or to gain valuable insights from the text. The professionals and analysts face difficulty in
interpreting such a large collection of text documents. Any scientific articles, news, and socialmedia text
collection require efficientmachine learningmethods for correct and accurate data interpretability. A lot of time
the data are unstructured andwithout labels as a result, unsupervisedmachine learningmethods are used for
their interpretability. A valuable technique is topicmodelingwhich is used to extract terms from the text corpus
that best describes the text collections. Somewidespread techniques for identifying themes of any collections
through topicmodeling are LatentDirichlet Allocation, Dynamic Topicmodel, Latent semantic analysis, and
Correlated Topicmodel [1, 2]. Thesemethods automatically discover the inherent themes from the document
collections in the formof a group of terms orwords known as topics where each topic represents word
distribution over text collection. Topicmodeling is a usefulmethod for tracking the flowof information. As a
result, it’s a key component of visualization platforms, allowing users to perusemassive amounts of textual data.
Based on a prioritized list of likely words, humans are normally allowed to interpret and understand them.
Automatic topic labeling [3]was developed as a job of uttermost practical interest to handle this problemwhich
provides an efficientmethod to offer a text label to describe the overall content in any given text collection and its
various topic groups.

Althoughmuch study has been done in the domain of labeling text documents, automatic topic
classification from texts remains an unsolved challenge. Themanual labeling of topics was one of the first
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methods to label text. Some earlier approaches for labeling revolve around themanual labeling of topics. In
labeling tasks when donemanually, an expert user looks at a group of words that belong to a given topic and then
chooses a suitable label that semantically captures the topics. Thismanual process requires a lot of human
involvement and so it is a slow process. To keep upwith the rising output and digitalization of texts, it is critical
to develop automatedways for improving the search andmining of the large text corpus of literature. By
highlighting themost important topics in a paper, key phrases give a succinct depiction. Numerous supervised
algorithms utilize local context to predict the label for each token and outperform their unsupervised
counterparts significantly. However, this strategy fails in the case of short text documents with a lack of context.
In reality, supervised learning addresses the problemprovided the data used for learning purposes is labeled
already in categories like scientific, political,music, education, or sports.Most of the time the extracted terms
provide useful insights and good intuitivemeaning of a text but sometimes interpreting the terms becomes a
very challenging task. Unsupervised learning [4, 5] is the second category of techniques. Extracting knowledge
fromdata is what it entails. This information identifies commonpatterns or structures in the data samples based
on frequency count or probability of words or their occurrence with otherwords in the neighborhood. The
outcome of unsupervised learning is patterns that can be used to divide data into clusters or groups based on
similarity or distance. The learning process is built on a set ofmetrics for computing observational similarity,
correlation, and aggregation distance. Furthermore, the primary purpose of this strategy is to ensure that intra-
group similarity isminimizedwhile inter-group dissimilarity is increased.

The interpretation of discovered topics is vital to understanding and retrieving inherent themes from the
documents. In addition, not all topics discovered are relevant to the textmining purpose so ranking the topics is
anothermajor challenge. For example, some topwords extracted for a topic are: {model neural similaritymetric
analyst office setting accuracymachine research Japan feature statistics}. A good label for these groups of words
would be’ Scientific Research’, ‘Machine learning’, or ‘Science’. Even for a domain expert fully understanding this
topic is difficult if he is ignorant about the document collections.When a user is facedwithmany overlapping
topics where the top terms in topics are common, thewhole process of choosing a suitable topic becomes even
more complicated. Instead of providing the topic’s original words, the labeling approach aims to produce a
description that is closer towhat a humanwould say about the text data.

Several research publications have presented approaches for labeling topics based onwords, concepts, and
images obtained from the text corpus [6, 7]. For example, for a news article in the Times of India, the top 10
terms are {Delhi, University, cut-off, admission, entrance, academic, session, reserved,November, candidate}
by applying topicmodeling. For these groups of words, theremay bemany suitable candidate labels to describe
the article as shown infigure 1. Such a labelmakes it easier for a user to understand the documents and the topics
better. However, in practice, having phrases or concepts as topic labels is insufficient since phrases are short and
the labels do not express the theme of documents fully for easy comprehension by the user. Such an approach for
curating labels for topics of documents is called the extractive approachwherewords or phrases can be found
from several candidate labels identified through probabilisticmeasure or score. The extractive approach
presents a limitation in selecting suitable interpretative labels for users. In this research paper, an efficient
methodwithout this limitation is proposed. The contribution of this paper is described as follows:

Figure 1.TOI news article example and best label to describe the article.
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• To study differentmethods for topic labeling and identify their limitations.

• Topropose an efficientmethod for automatic labeling of topical terms.

• The evaluation of the effectiveness of the generated topic labels.

There are five sections in this paper; section 1 introduces the topic labeling problem and its importance.
Section 2 examines related research on different topic labelingmethods and their limitations are discussed in
detail. The proposed topic labelingmethods and various steps are discussed in section 4. Section 3 states the
problem, symbols used, and basic definitions of various terms used to describe the topic labeling context.
Further, section 6 discusses the results obtained and gives an evaluation, and the conclusion and futurework are
given in section 7.

2. Literature review

The topicmodeling technique processes large text corpus and is capable of discovering themes, hot spots, latest
trends from the text corpus efficiently. Themeaningful labeling of thesewords in each topic can help users
understand the discovered topic easily. Automatically creating semanticallymeaningful labels for the text
segment or group of words is the goal of topic labeling. Good research studies on the problemoffinding topics
and labels from text collections or corpora are presented here [8, 9] through an extensive study of literature. The
topN-words in each topic are traditionally interpreted, or each topic ismanually labeled using domain expertise
and subjective interpretation [10].

2.1. Topic labeling
The purpose of topic labeling is to come upwith a good label or title that will explainwhatmakes a topic
homogeneous to others [10]. Labeling the topics is a very important information extraction taskwhen it comes
to understanding the themes or content of a large document collection. A suitable label easily describes the
theme of the document collection and can be used in the grouping of documents and interpretation of the
overall content of the collection.When topicmodeling is performed, extracted topics are represented through
top nwords or terms. These terms from topicmodeling are ranked based on the conditional probability for that
topic. Automatic topic labeling is a logical extension of Lau et al [11] paper, which selects the best topic terms and
chooses any one term as a label. Themethodwas based on a reranking approach to determine the top ten subject
phrases based on how effectively each term reflects a topicwhen used in isolation [12] proposed amethod tofind
good interpretable topic labels by exploiting the phrases or n-grams. Further, the problemof labeling topics is
considered an optimization problem that involves Kullback Leibler (KL)divergence concepts, and howKL value
minimization affectsmutual information between a label and a topicmodel [11], perform labeling by using
phrases proposed as a supervised learningmethod to rank the best candidate labels from extracted topics. In the
work, the labels are a few noun chunks fromWikipedia articles andTop-5 terms from topics. In the paper [13],
two efficient algorithmswere proposed that assign labels automatically to each topic by utilizing relationships
such as parent-child and siblings among topics.

Even though the academic community has focused heavily in the last decade on LDA extended versions by
incorporating external knowledge of different kinds, it was noticed that LDA findings are still challenging to
interpret for humans. The author [2], coined the expression ‘reading tea leaves’ to emphasize howdifficult it is,
to decipher results produced by topicmodels. To deal with such challenges, some natural language processing
researchers proposedmethods to improve the comprehensibility of LDA results [14, 15], such as topic tagging.
One of thefirst publications to propose topic labeling as an optimization problem [3] considers labeling problem
as an optimization problem that requires decreasing theKullback-Leibler divergence betweenword
distributionswhilemaximizingmutual information between a label and a topicmodel. Further, the technique
[16], advocated labeling subjects using external information. Severalmethods for associating a termor phrase
with a topic based on the top-k terms have been proposed. External resources such asWikipedia were used to
find a title by [16] and [17], as well as some supervision. A few latest solutions utilize letter trigram vectors and
word embeddings as explained in [18]. Another alternative is to employ numerousmetrics to boost the chances
offinding the proper phrase [19]. The phrase-basedmethods to generate labels are not adequate for interpreting
the topics due to their short length. The text summaries as labels can be effective inmany situations.

2.1.1. Limitations of various topic labelingmethods
The limitations of various topic labelingmethods are given in table 1, also themethod is described briefly.

Some of the recent research proposes text annotation or label generation usingGPTs, (Generative Pre-
trained Transformers (GPT). Themethods based onGPThavemade breakthrough changes in automatic
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labeling tasks for data in supervisedmachine learning tasks [28–30].With the recent launch of ChatGPT in year
2022, GPTbecame popular for various natural language processing (NLP) tasks. GPT is based on deep learning
models pre-trained on large text corpora and can solve problems such as sentiment analysis, text generation,
languagemodeling, etc. However, the research shows significant bias in labeling results due to the bias present in
the training data such as cultural bias and context-specific sensitivity [30].

2.2. Strategies based on n-grams
The paper [31], proposes amulti-strategy approach to generate labels for topics by applying strategicmeasures in
different ways. A sequence of pwords, also called candidate term t is given a score, this is also known as n-grams.
These candidates are considered possible labels to represent a given topic ( )= ¼t w w w, .p1 2 The posterior

probability ( )P w

z
ofwordw for a topic z and the probability ( )P z

d
of topic z for given document d can be found

using the topicmodeling algorithm, LDA. Three different topic labelers are proposed that areM-order [31],
T-order, andDocument-based labelers. The relevance score in theM-order strategy is calculated by
equation (1), where Z is the set of extracted topics. TheT-order labelers utilize the notion of ‘term-hood’ [32],
where, a substring of a long term ¢t is called a short-term (t). In the computer science corpus, ‘Neural’ is a short
term, commonly nestedwithin the phrase ‘Neural Network’. Here, in this case, ignoring the term ‘t’will improve
the result. This T-ordermeasure is given by equation (2).
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2.3. Labeling based on sequence-to-sequencemethod
Two recurrent neural networks (RNN) are used to implement the sequence-to-sequence labeling process, the
first RNNbecomes an encoder and the second one is used as a decoder. The job of the encoder is to take a given
sequence of values (= ¼X x x x, , T1 2 ) as input and give a hidden representation ( )= ¼H h h h, , T1 2 that is passed
on to the decoder for further processing. AnRNNgenerates a sequence of outputs ( )= ¼y y y y, , T1 2 through the

Table 1.Research papers summary on topic labelingmethod and their limitations.

Paper Proposedmethod limitation

[3] Uses Kullback-Leibler divergence andMutual information for

semantic relevance and generates candidate labels.

Inferior quality of labels, extractive approach

[20] Based on findingmost representative labels using

graph entailment over phrases.

The ranking of candidate phrases can be improved by ranking

strategies.

[21] Proposed amethod to identify junk topics from legitimate

topics. Uses a 4-phaseweighted approach.

The evolution of topics on text data is not considered.

[22] Proposed a labeling framework based on the consideration that

labeling is a k-nearest neighbor problem.Uses sensitive hash-

ing technology.

Themethod utilizes labels from the topic-label database,

which are used as standard labels.

[23] Themethod is based on the structured data provided byDBpedia

and uses graph centralitymeasures to evaluate.

It is still not a fully automatedway to generate labels.

[24] Uses a dynamic topicmodel, and proposed a semi-automatic

transfer learning to find labels.

The data of UK-house speeches is used, limited only to the

political domain.

[16] Finds candidate label set from top-ranking terms and phrases

fromWikipedia data.

Based only on phrases fromWikipedia articles.

[25] Introduced a two-phase neural embedding approach utilizing

graph-based ranking

Themethod does not provide redundancy control and

semantic understanding

[26] Proposes afilteringmethod to enhance topic labels, usesHellin-

ger distance to aggregate redundant topics

Themethod is good for large-scale data, also thefiltering pro-

cess can be improved.

[27] Proposes automatic labelingmethods-based BERT andword2-

vecmethods.

Limited only to customer complaint data and faces issues of

data availability.

[28] GPT−3-based approaches have been utilized for sequence and

token level NLP tasks, and evaluationwas done.

Limited to only generating labels for training data in senti-

ment analysis task not for generating interpretative labels

for topic/word clusters.

[29] This research shows the use of LLMs for text annotation tasks

through zero-shot ChatGPT classification.

Suitable for supervised tasks, where some predefined labels

have been chosen, hence cannot be used for unsupervised

tasks.
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equations (3) and (4):

( ) ( )= + -h W x W hsigm 3t
hx

t
hh

t 1

( )=y W h 4t
hx

t

The output symbol can be predicted as ( | { }¼ -P y y y y X, , , ,t t1 2 1 ).

2.4. Topic embedding
The various topics extracted through the LDAmethod are represented by 10, 20, or topNwords or terms. The
topic labeling task can be improved by utilizing two types of term embeddingmethods to represent discovered
topics from the text corpus [18]. The following equation (equation (5)) describes the term embeddings.

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )å=E T E w P w 5Mean
w T

w v T2


The discovered topic from the text corpus is T; EMean is the average of word embeddings of all topN-words in
respective topic T; Ew v2 value isWord2Vec embedding of termw. In each topic ‘T’, themarginal probability of a
specificword ‘w’ is ( )P w .T

3. Problem statement

Automatic topic labeling has become a useful way to give end users different ways to see topics, whichmakes it
easier for them to understand the topic that the LDAmodel has found. Themain types of topic labelsmade by
topic labelingmethods are sentences, summaries of the text, and pictures. The topic labelingmethods use two
commonprocesses sentence scoring and sentence selection. In sentence scoring, the relevance score between a
candidate sentence and a given topic is calculated, and the score is utilized to choose the best sentence. The
second process ‘sentence selection’ usually is the process of selecting the sentences with high relevance from the
ranked sentences by relevance score.

A collection of text documents is represented by a set of latent themes that have been retrieved through topic
modeling. The topics are amultinomial distribution over words; the purpose is to generate phrases and
sentences to use as labels for the latent topics’words. In this section, we explain useful definitions for use in the
following section. The symbols are described in table 2, these symbols are frequently used in representing topic
modeling and labeling concepts.

Text corpus:A text corpus is a vast, unstructured collection of text that is processed electronically and its
main use is in statistical analysis, hypothesis testing, as well as checking occurrences and validating linguistic
rules within a language.

Topic:Each topic θ is a probability distribution of words { ( )}qp w ,whereV is the vocabulary set, andwe have
( )S qp ww V =1. To get latent topics from the text data LatentDirichlet Allocationmethod is used.

Topic label:A suitable label ‘l’ to represent a topic θ, is a sequence of words that describes the latentmeaning
of the topic and is semanticallymeaningful.

High relevance:The text and summary should represent an entire document, and it should be semantically
relevant to the topic. The quality of the summary ismeasured through relevancemetrics.

High coverage:The summary should provide a complete idea about thewhole document i.e.; it should give
asmuch semantic information as possible. Thismeasure is the same as the diversity requirement ofmulti-
document summarization.

Table 2.Variable and symbols used.

Symbol Description

D Number of documents

N Total words

w Words in corpus

wi ithword (as in the corpus)
z Topic assignment

zi ith topic in documents

α Dirichlet hyperparameter

β Dirichlet hyperparameter

θ Topic probability

f Probability of words given topic

s ,2 s Variance and standard deviation
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For a text corpus, if we extract a set of topics θ, the labeling problem identifies the candidate label set,
{ }= ¼L l l l, , , m1 2 according to their relevance score. The labeling task is a very significant step of textmining

over large-scale text data. To solve the topic labeling problem the sequence of operationwould be extraction of
candidate labels, finding a relevance score, ranking orfiltering candidate labels, and then generating labels from
candidates having top relevance scores. A good topic label should be easy to understand, relevant, provide good
coverage of topics, and be discriminative enough. In section 4, an automatic labeling approach is proposed based
onfiltering and sequence-to-sequence labeling concepts.

4. The proposed topic labelingmethod

The automatic labeling of a topic can naturally be accomplished by choosing the best word from all the terms/
words. This approach of choosing the best word as a label does not express the topic fully which amulti-word
label or a term that is not even there in the top 10 terms can do. For example, a group of terms {design, apparel,
fabric, trend, Paris,K} can be labeled as ‘Fashionweek’ but the term itself is not there in the top 10words. After
due consideration of the lack of expression of previousmethods, the proposedmethod considers labeling as a
three-step process: generating candidate labels, filtering using ranking strategies, and then applying the
sequence-to-sequence labelers. The labels generated in this way have high relevance, coverage, and
discrimination for all topics. The framework for the proposedmethod consists of three phases: finding
candidate labels, using strategy tofilter candidates, and applying sequence to sequence topic labelers tofind
suitable labels. Figure 2 illustrates theworking of the proposed topic labelingmethod. The overall process starts
with text data that goes through preprocessing steps such as stopword removal, URL removal, punctuation
marks removal, and lemmatization. This text corpus is trained using LDAorDTM (topicmodeling technique)
to produce k number of topics and groups of words in each topic. After topicmodeling topic labeling known as a
postprocessing step is performed to give a suitable label describing each group ofwords in a topic ‘k’.

4.1. Generate andfilter candidate labels
After performing topicmodeling on various text corpus, the topic is extractedwhich is amultinomial
distribution over the entire text document collection.Here each topic is distributed overwords in the text. To
find candidates for the next step, wefind out the top terms based on the probabilities from the topicmodeling
method used in the process. In general top-10 topics, and terms can be used to query restrictedGoogle searches.
This process returns the set of titles through theGoogle search engine to be used as the initial set of primary
candidate labels.

The next step is chunking, which is done usingOpenNLP chunker tofind out all noun chunks. Further
n-grams components are generated from the set of noun chunks and then the n-grams are removed based on
T-order andM-ordermeasures.

Figure 2.Auto-labeling framework for text documents.
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4.2. Sequence-to-sequence labelers
Thefiltered candidate fromprevious steps becomes the input to the encoder in sequence-to-sequence labeler
and, is used in embedding layermappingwithmore than 300-dimensional embeddings. In the next stepmaps
with 200 units of bidirectional GRU (Gated Recurrent Unit). The choice of Bi-directional GRU is based on the
fact that GRUs are computationally efficient and have less complicated structures as compared to LSTM.While
processing large-scale text corpus which generates a long sequence of inputs, GRU is preferred over LSTM [33].
TheGRU scans input terms in original order in the forward direction. In the backward phase, GRU takes the
terms in reverse order. The output byGRU for both forward and backward directions is given by equations (6)
and (7).

( ) ( )= -hf GRU x h, 6t t t 1

( ) ( )= -hb GRU x h, 7t t t 1

[ ]=h hf hb;t t t

The labels are predictedword after word in the decoding phase, and at the ‘t ‘timestamp, the decoder
calculates the value in the hidden state s .t

( ) ( )= - -s GRU y s c, , 8t t t t1 1

( )å a=
=

c h 9t
j

T

tj j
1

x

In equation (8), -yt 1 is the predicted word from the previous step, and feedback to predict the next word,
whereas -st 1 is the hidden state. The ct is the context vector at time t (equation (9)), which is used by the decoder.
The context vector (ct ) is equal to aweighted sumofweights at over encoder, hidden states utilize an attention
mechanism [34].

4.3. Applications of topic labeling
Topic labeling can be used to understand scientific documents because these documents have specialized use of
words and thewriting style is formal.Many commonwords can have differentmeanings when used in technical
and scientific contexts. Efficient automatic labelingwill help the analyst in better organization of documents and
interpretation of development and trends in research. A good analysis of scientific documents is useful in
identifying innovation andnovelty in research. Applying topicmodeling and labeling to abstracts of scientific
collections of various domainsmight provide useful insights and discoveries.

Topic labels can also be used to analyze document sentiments and then the organization of documents based
on the sentiments of text data. The text data comes from socialmedia and blog posts. Interpreting historical
news articles and how a specific theme has changed over time is one very important use of topicmodeling and
labeling. Some other applications include business analysis, product analysis, socialmediamonitoring, search
engine optimization, and brandmonitoring. Inmany businesses,monitoringwhat people discussing about a
specific brand gives insights using topic identification.

5. Text preprocessing and experiments

In this research, experiments were performed using chosen datasets on Python IDE. Python library pandas,
matplotlib, andGensim are utilized to perform topicmodeling tasks. The LDA andDTMmethod from the
Gensimpackage is primarily used in performing topicmodeling and extractingwords from each topic from the
text corpus. The parameters considered for it were taken fromprevious studies on this topic, the topic number K
wasfixed at 20 and 30.

5.1. Baselinemodels
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposedmethod two baselinemethods for topic labeling tasks have been
used. Baseline 1(Top-2 Label or Top-3 Label) generates labels utilizing either top-2words or top-3words based
on theirmarginal probabilities order in a specific topic. After that chosenwords are concatenated to produce a
label for that topic. Thismethod is an extractive approach and only assigns labels from a restricted set.

Baseline 2 generates labels from theWikipedia text data poolmainly consisting of article titles. Themodel
works in two steps; in the first step candidate labels are selected and then selected labels are re-ranked to their
semantic similarity to the topic terms/words. Experimental result shows proposed labelingmethod generates
good descriptive and interpretative labels for topics (Refer to section 6 for results samples).
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5.2.Dataset andpreprocessing
To assess ourmethod’s domain/genre independence, we conducted topic labeling tests utilizing document sets
from four separate domains. For all four datasets used here, the preprocessing goes through steps like
tokenization, lemmatization, and stopword removal. The terms having a frequency of less than fivewere
removed from the vocabulary.

Kindle reviews: the dataset is of Amazon product reviews available at Kaggle [21]withmore than 60000
reviews of books. These reviews are posted by customers who are buying and reading books.

PUBMED:A collection of 10000 PubMed biomedical abstracts published between 2010 to 2018. The size of
each abstract is 150–250words [9].

NIPS:This dataset is a collection ofNeural Information Processing Systems conference papers year 1987 to
2016 [35]. This is a collection of scientific papers presented during the conference.

CORD19:CORD-19 dataset of scientific papersmetadata, is prepared in response to theCOVID-19pandemic
during the year 2020 [36, 37]. For the experiment purpose, the abstract and title from the table are considered.

For the topicmodeling process, a bag-of-words representation for each text document is created. The
modeling process was performed for two different values for k (k=30 and k=50), where k is the number of
topics. In the filtering process, the average PMI score for each topicwas calculated and filtered for all topics with
a PMI score of less than 0.421. After this process, a few topics having less than 5 terms from the top 10 terms are
default values and are alsofiltered to havemore coherent topics [38]. Note that for evaluation purposes the
traditionalmethod of calculating precision and recall is not appropriate due to the real value rating of labels.

5.3.Hyperparameter setting
For the preprocessing of text corpus, implementation purpose, and evaluation taskwe used Python andGoogle
Collaboratory. TheGenismmodule in Pythonwas used to discover latent topics using the LDA andDTM
methods. All the parameters were. Set as per previous studies on the topic. Themain parameters for setting areα
andβ, learning rate, and the number of topics k. The hyperparameter tuningwas done by taking random
samples of a size of 50 ormore.

Hyperparameter setting and fine-tuning during themodeling process are crucial in improving the efficacy of
models, by selecting the optimal hyperparameter’s overall result, the generated topical words can significantly be
improved. For instance, for a large value of k such as 60 or 80, the topic coherence value reduces.

5.4. Training and test data
To generate a label using the proposedmodel, text data is required to train themodel. The LDA andDTM
methods provide the required set of topics (consisting of terms according to their probabilistic occurrence in
documents) and associated labels. All four datasets described herewere used in training. The training and test set
was created in an 80:20 ratio. The pair of topics and labels become input to the sequence-to-sequence neural
networkmodel. The technique used here is the BERTmethod. In dataset1 [21], as it is a review text, there is an
absence of the Title of each review/document, and labels were generatedwith the help of human annotators. For
the training of the proposedmethod for the labeling task, the top 20words from each topic ranked by LDAor
DTMwere taken as our topic terms to form terms and label pairs. For the other three datasets of the abstract of
articles, article titles were used as labels, and the top 20words from each article as returned by LDAmodeling
were used as terms. In the training phase of sequence-to-sequence labeling using RNN, the sigmoid functionwas
used as an activation function andGlorot-Uniform distribution to get samples. This process utilized pre-trained
contextual embeddingWord2Vec.

5.5.Metric tofind similarities between texts
Cosine Similarity is a widely usedmetric formeasuring the textual similarity between two papers of any size. A
word is a vector, and text documents are stored in n-dimensional vector space.Mathematically, the cosine
similaritymetric is defined as the cosine of the angle created by two n-dimensional vectors projected in a
multidimensional space. Themathematical expression (equation (9)) for the cosine similarity of two non-zero
vectors is as follows:
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Tomeasure similarity, find out theword embedding and then directlymeasure any two-word similarity. In
table 3, the neighbors of thewords ‘Late’ and ‘Algorithm’ are shown based on the Skip-Ngrammodel and
similarity score value.
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5.6. Evaluating labels
The quality of the generated labels from sequence-to-sequence labelingwas assessed using BERTScore, ametric
for calculating the similarity between predictions and references based on contextual embeddings that have been
found to correspondwith human assessments [39–41]. Because BERTScore does not require exactmatches
between predicted and gold-standard labels, it can identify relevant label terms that aremissing from the gold
labels. The usage of contextual embeddings improves BERTScore performance. Between generated label ‘l’ and
reference labels {l ,r1 l ,r2 K, lrn}, the BERTScore can be computed using equation (10). In equation (10), lt refers
to the generated label for topic ‘t’. Symbol lri represents ith reference label taken from standard gold labels. ‘T’ is
the total number of tokens in the sequence.

( ) ( )
[ ]

=
= ¼

score BERTScore l lmax , 10t
i n

t ri
1, ,

Themean score overall of the topics is the final score (equation (11)).

( )å=
=
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T
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1
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t

T

t
1

The BERTScore is easy to use and resolves several limitations of commonly usedmetrics [42]. The Precision
score is calculated bymatching each token in the candidate set to each token in the reference set.

5.7. UsingChatGPT 3.5 for comparison
AmazonMTurk gets label generation through crowd-workers efficiently but comes with significant cost,
especially in the case of large-scale text data, it is evenmore expensive [29, 30]. Therefore, theOpenAI
applicationChatGPT3.5 API is utilized to show the comparison of results from the proposed labelingmethod.
ChatGPTAPI is fast and efficient for problems like text annotation and language understanding and can be used
inNLP applications. The labels produced by the proposed labelingmethod are comparedwith the same set of
groups of words from various topics in the case of all four experimental datasets. Formany samples, the
relevance score is comparable in both results from the proposedmethod andChatGPT.

6. Results and analysis

First topicmodeling is performed, in the next step candidate label generation takes place, then the sequence-to-
sequencemethod returns the best label describing the groups of terms. Note that, for evaluation purposes, the
traditionalmethod of calculating precision and recall is not appropriate due to the real value rating of labels. The
summary of all four datasets used for the experiments is given in table 4. Choosing k= 30, the number of topics
for all datasets except CORD19 gives distribution over words for k= 30 topics. Table 5 provides a sample of
groups of words in topic numbers 17,14, 22, and 15 for CORD-19, NIPS, andAmazon review datasets

Table 3.Cosine similarity values of different words.

Neighbors of

the

word ‘Late’

Cosine simi-

larity (Skip-
Ngram)

Neighbors of

‘Algorithm’

Cosine simi-

larity (Skip-
Ngram)

later 0.748 online 0.924

wait 0.741 scheme 0.906

Postponed 0.719 complexity 0.833

overloaded 0.683 base 0.813

annoyed 0.661 apply 0.804

early 0.637 distribute 0.803

apologies 0.622 theoretical 0.800

Table 4. Statistics of standard dataset used in research.

Dataset/domain Size (Document size) Unique values Description

Kindle /Amazon 982619 982267 Review text posted by customers

PUBMED 9719 9682 Abstracts of articles on PUBMED

NIPS 7241 7237 Abstracts of conference papers

CORD-19 57633 46410 Abstracts of the article of COVID-19 related papers
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respectively. Thewords in groups have a high-frequency count as compared to other words in collections.
Figure 3 shows coherence values for different values of ‘k’, the diagram shows k=30 as the optimumvalue for k
(number of topics) except for theCORD19 dataset. For theCORD19 dataset the optimal value for ‘k’ is 10
because the coherencemetric is the highest for it.

Overall computational complexity depends on theTopicModeling step for a large text corpus, and then
applying the automatic labeling step (Proposedmethod). For the topicmodeling primarily LDA technique is used
in the experiment. Thememory requirement is proportional to the size of text corpus, the requirement grows as
corpus size grows. The time complexity of LDA isO(NK)whereN is the total number ofwords in the text corpus
andK is thenumber of topics. The sequence-to-sequence labeling step depends on the size ofword embeddings. In
general, for sequence size ‘n’ and contextual embedding size ‘d’, the time complexity is estimated to be (O nd2).

Table 6 shows samples from all four datasets used for the automatic topic labeling and their average score
calculated for various label candidates using the proposedmethod for labeling as given per equation (11).
Table 6, shows the labels generated throughChatGPTAPI, and comparison shows the labels are significantly
describe the theme of each topic using top 10words. All the samples taken is a group of 10words froma specific
topic. Among the various label candidates, the label ‘Voice-activation’ is considered good based on the score for
specific sample fromKindle dataset, but its ChatGPT label ‘InterActZone’ is not so descriptive of thewords.
Similarly, from sample terms extracted from the PUBMEDdataset ‘Blood-cancer’ is returned as themost
suitable label based on the calculated score. For samples from theNIPS dataset, ‘ConvolutionNeuralNetwork’ is
themost suitable label to describe the group ofwords. For the last sample word group fromPUBMEDdata both
the labels ‘Clinical-Study’ and ‘Clinical Trial’ generated through proposedmethod andChatGPTAPI is
equally good.

Themodel generates labels by utilizing the top 10 terms and 10 additional terms. The training performed on
various datasets gives good precision, recall, and F-measure scores. Table 7 illustrates the comparison of the
proposedmethodwith the other twoBaseline1 andBaseline2methods. The proposedmethod gives the best
score on all threemetrics Precision, Recall, and F-measure for BERTScore. The illustration of the proposed
method as compared to the other two baselinemethods based on Precision, Recall, and F-measure is shown in
figure 4 for theNIPS dataset. The experiment demonstrated the goodness of generated labels through Precision,
Recall, and F-measure higher values for all four datasets used here. Figure 5 gives a comparison of the precision
(ratio of good labels from the total results of the returned labels through the chosenmethod) value of Baseline 1,
and Baseline 2with the proposedmethod on three datasets used inmodeling.

Figure 3.Coherence score for different values of ‘k’.

Table 5. Sample topic for CORD-19 andNIPS.

Dataset Topic# Top 10words

CORD-19 T-17 Initial, unknown, discovery,modeling, filter,modular, resolution, gradually, shadow, cardiac

NIPS T-14 Image, feature, object, use, classification, scene, representation, learn, training, dataset

Kindle/Amazon T-22 Movie, kid, child, adult, wizard, fog, wood, young, church, gavin

PUBMED T-15 Brain, disorder, induce, activity, effect,memory, increase, expression,may, genetic
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Table 6.Datasets, Topic samples, labels, and the average relevance score for each label candidate.

Dataset/domain Group ofwords fromTopics Label candidate Average score Labels fromChatGPTAPI

Kindle Reviews Amazon Tap, echo,button, voice, add, activate,push, command, anywhere, well Voice-activation 2.61 InterActZone

Abstracts/PUBMED CNN, patient,MRI, leukemia, nanotube,machine,muscle, treatment rendering blood Blood-cancer 2.45 MRI-Based LeukemiaDetection

Abstract/NIPS Convolutional, generative,model, variational, inference, recurrent, gaussian, hidden deep layer Convolution-neural network 2.56 Dynamic Fusion

Abstracts/CORD-19 sars-cov, sars, coronavirus, ace2, coronaviruses, ncov, covid-19,Wuhan, spike, sars-cov-2 COVID-19 2.38 Coronavirus

Kindle Reviews Amazon world, tale, dragon, war, novel,magic, adventure, earth, ship, fairy_tale Fiction-Fantasy 2.58 Fantasy Literature

Abstract/NIPS learn, grammar, set, node,model, use, algorithm, kernel, approach, figure Linguistics 2.51 Computational Linguistics

Abstracts/PUBMED treatment, patient, study, intervention, group, pain, outcome, effect, follow, week Clinical-Study 2.43 Clinical Trial
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7. Conclusion

Topicmodeling over time turned out to be a very interesting field of study. It hasmany applications in both
machine learning and textmining, and it can be used for both. Even though there have been a lot of studies about

Figure 4.Precision, Recall, and F-measure for the proposedmethod for theNIPS dataset.

Figure 5.Precision for Baseline1, Baseline2, and Proposedmethod for three datasetsNIPS, CORD19, andAmazon reviews.

Table 7. Labels using the Proposedmethod andBERTScore value.

Method BERTScore(→) P R F

Baseline1 (Top-2 or Top-3) Abstracts/NIPS 0.87 0.887 0.878

Abstracts/CORD-19 0.86 0.89 0.87

Review/Amazon 0.878 0.90 0.88

Baseline2(Wikipedia) Abstracts/NIPS 0.89 0.901 0.89

Abstracts/CORD-19 0.89 0.913 0.902

Review/Amazon 0.906 0.92 0.896

ProposedMethod Abstracts/NIPS 0.923 0.929 0.923

Abstracts/CORD-19 0.926 0.931 0.926

Review/Amazon 0.931 0.942 0.928
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how to use thesemodels, nomethod could provide a quick and stable automatic label generation process for
extracting useful labels for representing the content of the subject. Topicmodeling techniques discover a diverse
range of topic terms automatically from a large text corpus but the clear and precise interpretation is difficult for
a user. The applicability of thesemodels to real-world applications is reduced if they are not labeled
appropriately. This problem can be solved by giving a suitable label to each topic. Because of recent and
upcoming data growth forecasts, rapid and scalable solutions would be favored above those requiring a
significant number of resources.

The research paper describes the problemof topic labeling and provides a solution tofind the topic label for
generated topics after topicmodeling of a text corpus. The proposedmethod is based on the filtering process and
applies the sequence-to-sequence approach to generate phrase and sentence labels. The phrase and sentence
label produced by the proposedmethod is highly relevant and has a good interpretation of the topics from the
text. The BERTScore and cosine similaritymeasures are used to evaluate the goodness of generated labels. The
results is comparedwith generated labels usingChatGPT 3.5 that shows proposedmethod efficiency and
accuracy in case of large text corpus. In the future, themethod can be extended to amultilingual text corpus and
can be applied to automatically generate the labels for the topic terms.
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